We explore the infrared M band (4.7 #m) spectrum of the class I protostar L1489
ABSTRACT
We explore the infrared M band (4.7 #m) spectrum of the class I protostar L1489 IRS in the Taurus  Molecular Cloud. This is the highest resolution wide coverage spectrum at this wavelength of a low mass protostar observed to date (R =25,000; Av =12 km s-Z).
A large number of narrow absorption lines of gas phase 12CO, z3CO, and ClsO are detected, as well as a prominent band of solid 12CO. The gas phase z2CO lines have red shifted absorption wings (up to 100 km s-l), which likely originate from warm disk material falling toward the central object.
Both the isotopes and the extent of the 12CO line wings are successfully fitted with a contracting disk model of this evolutionary transitional object (Hogerheijde 2001) .
This shows that the inward motions seen in millimeter wave emission lines continue to within --_0.1 AU from the star.
The amount of high velocity infalling gas is however overestimated by this model, suggesting that only part of the disk is infalling, e.g. a hot surface layer or hot gas in magnetic field tubes.
The colder parts of the disk are traced by the prominent CO ice band. The band profile results from CO in 'polar' ices (CO mixed with H20), and CO in 'apolar' ices. At the high spectral resolution, the 'apolar' component is, for the first time, resolved into two distinct components, likely due to pure CO andCO mixed with C02, 02 and/or N2. The ices have probably experienced thermal processing in the upper disk layer traced by our pencil absorption beam: much of the volatile 'apolar' ices has evaporated, the depletion factor of CO onto grains is remarkably low (_,7%), and the CO2 traced in the CO band profile was possibly formed energetically. This study shows that high spectral resolution 4.7 pm observations provide important and unique information on the dynamics and structure of protostellar disks and the origin and evolution of ices in these disks. In the process of low mass star formation, a mixture of gas, dust, and ices accumulates in protostellar envelopes and disks. The fate of this molecular material is diverse.
Most of it will fall toward the protostar and dissociates in the inner disk region or stellar photosphere.
Some material will be blown away and destroyed by the stellar wind. Some may also survive and be the building material for comets and planets.
Major aspects of this complicated process are not well understood, and poorly observationally constrained. For example, do the ices that form comets still resemble ices of the original pristine moleculax clouds or are new ices of different composition being formed in the envelope or disk?
The type of ices being formed depends on the composition of the gas that accretes onto grains.
Reducing environments produce H20-rich ('polar') ices, while in cold inert environments 'apolar' ices rich in CO, N2 and O_ can be formed (Tielens & Hagen 1982) . Depending on the composition, ices evaporate between temperatures of 18 and 90 K. Also, heat can change the solid state structure of ices by for example crystallization. Energetic particles (e.g. cosmic rays) and ultraviolet (UV) radiation are able to initiate reactions in ices and form new species. Dynamics and shocks within disks may be able to destroy ices as well. Clearly, to determine the relative importance of these ice formation and destruction processes, knowledge of the physical conditions and structure of envelopes and disks is crucial.
Much theoretical and observational work on this topic has been done over the last _-10 years. Molecular gas was detected in a suite of protostelIar disks by millimeter wave observations sensitive to emission over radii of several hundred AU (Dutrey, Guilloteau, & Guelin 1997; Thi et al. 2001) . Gas phase abundances were found to be reduced by factors of 5 to several 100, depending on the source and the sublimation temperature of the molecules. Models of disk mid-planes indeed show high depletions because of the formation of icy mantles on grains (Aikawa et al. 1997; Willacy et al. 1998 ).
The predicted depletions were in fact higher than observed and thus desorption mechanisms are needed to explain the millimeter wave observations (Goldsmith, Langer, & Velusamy 1999) . It was realized that the outer parts of disks are heated more ei_-ciently when they are flared (Kenyon & Hartmann 1987 Wood et al. 2001 ) disk is seen close to edge-on (60 to <90°) in scatteredlightimages (Whitney et al. 1997; Padgett et al. 1999) . A CO outflow emanates from the object (Myers et al. 1988) with Herbig Haro objectslying along it (Gdmez, Whitney, & Kenyon 1997) .
Low spectralresolutioninfraredobservationsof L1489 IRS show that deep H20 (Sato et al. 1990 ) and CO (Chiar et ai. 1998; Teixeira,Emerson, & Palumbo 1998) icebands are presentalong the lineof sight.In thisPaper we willuse the newly availablespectrometer NIRSPEC at the Keck II telescopeto obtain high resolutionM band spectra (Av -12 krn s-I at 4.7/Jm) of thissource. The large array of NIRSPEC allows both the vibrationalband of solidCO and the surrounding ro-vibrational transitions of gas phase CO to be observed in the same high resolution spectrum. This offersa new view on thissystem, both on the originand evolutionof icesand the interrelationshipof gas and icesas well as on the kinematics and structureof the young, contracting, close to edge-on disk. 
OBSERVATIONS
The infraredsource L1489 IRS was observed with the NIRSPEC spectrometer (McLean et al. 1998) at the Keck II telescopeatop Manna Kea on the nights of 28/29 and 29/30 January 2001. The sky was constantlyclearand dry, and the seeing was reasonable (,-_ 0.5 -0.7" at 2.2/Jm). NIRSPEC was used in the echelle mode with the 0.43x24" slit, providing a resolvingpower of R = A/AA = 25,000 (--,12 km s-l)s with three Nyquist sampled settingscovering the wavelength range 4.615-4.819/_m in the atmosphericM transmissionband.
The data were reduced in a standard way, using IDL routines.The thermal background emission was removed by differencing the nodding pair. Each nodding position was integratedon for 1 minute, before pointing the telescope to the other nodding position.The positioninghad to be done by hand because condensations on the dewar window prevented us from using the image rotator,and the instrument had to be used in the non-standard 'stationary guiding mode'. In thismode, the condensations were wellremoved by subtractingnodding pairs,although the sensitivity of Keck/NIRSPEC was reduced by several magnitudes.
The (Rothrnan etal.1992 ). The diamondsindicate theexpected plosition ofC1sO absorption lines, withtheR(4)and R(5) line detections labeled. The prominentbroadabsorption between2123-2149cm-can be fully ascribed tosolid CO. Wavelengthregions with poor atmospheric transmission axenot plotted. rate telluric and interstellar CO absorption features.For our observationsof L1489 IRS thisproved to be relatively easy,because at the time of our observationsthe deep interstellar CO linesare shiftedby as much as 43 km s-1 with respect to telluric CO lines.The low airrnass of the source,1.00-1.05,alsomade thisstep easier. The standard stars HR 1380 (ATV) and HR 1497 (B3V) were observed at similaralrmass,and theirspectralshape and hydrogen absorption features were divided out with Kurucz model atmospheres. A good teUuriccorrectionwas achieved,although residualsare seen near deep atmospheric lines. To be safe,we thereforeremoved the parts of the spectrum which have lessthan 50% of the maximum transmissionin each setting.This does not affectmost of the featuresin the L1489 IRS spectrum, because the velocityshiftof 43 km s-I Jullyseparates them from telluric features. The finalsignal-to-noise value on the unsmoothed spectrum is _ 45, after integrationtimes of 11, 14, and 20 minutes on each of the three settingsof thisM = 4.8 magnitude (Kenyon et al. 1993) source. The different settings were wavelength calibratedon the atmospheric CO emission lines,and subsequently the three settingswere combined by applying relative multiplication factors.We have not attempted to flux calibratethe spectrum, since we are interestedin absorption featuresonly.
RESULTS
The fully reduced echeUe spectrum of L1489 IRS shows, in great detail, many deep narrow absorption lines of gas phase 12CO and 13CO, and a few weak lines of ClSO (Fig. 1 The main 12CO feature at the systemic velocity is resolved. Excess absorption is visible on the blue and red sides with respect to 13CO (Fig. 2) . The lsCO lines have Gaussian shapes with a width equal to the instrumental resolution (FWHM=12 km s-l).
The main absorption feature of the 12CO lines is therefore only in part responsible for the same gas seen in 13CO. We derived equivalent widths for the isotopes and 12CO components (Table 1) , and applied a standard curve of growth technique to calculate column densities for each J level. The comparison of equal J levels of ClSO, lsco, and main 12CO component provides a handle on the intrinsic line width bD (=FWHM/2 lv/l-_), in the assumption that all material absorbs at the same velocity (however, see §4.1). One also has to assume that the isotope ratios are constant along the line of sight (I_CO/IsCO=80 and 12CO/ClS0=560; Wilson & Rood 1994) . The equivalent widths of ClSO and 13CO are then simultaneously fit at bD>0.8 km s -1. Lower bD significantly (> 3a) underestimates the 13C0 lines, with respect to ClSO. As mentioned above, the main 12CO component is clearly contaminated by gas not seen in lsCO, both on the blue and red shifted sides.
As a first order correction we lowered the 12C0 equivalent widths in Table 1 with 40%, which corresponds to unresolved lines at the observed peak optical depth. Then, we find that all isotopes are best fit simultaneously at bD=l.4±0.1 km s -I. This would be an upper limit if the correction for contamination of the t2CO lines were too small. Hence, this curve of growth analysis of the CO isotopes shows that, in the assumption that all gas absorbs at the same velocity, bD is limited to 0.8< bD<l.5 km s -1.
With the column densities per J level at hand, a rotation diagram was constructed for the 13CO lines (Fig. 3 ) to derive the total column density and temperature at a number of allowed bD values (Table 2) . Clearly, the rotation diagram shows a double temperature structure, much resembling that of high mass objects (Mitchell et al. 1990 ): cold (T _ 15 K), and warm gas (T _ 250 K) are present along the same line of sight.
The column density of the cold component toward L1489 IRS is a particularly strong function of bD, increasing by an order of magnitude from 0.7 to 1.3 km s-1. An independent CO column of 1.4 x 1019 cm -2 can be estimated from Av=29 (Myers et al. 1987) , assuming the dust and gas are co-spatial. This would suggest bD is in the 1.0-1.3 km s -1 range. For the highly red shifted 12CO wing a rotation diagram is constructed as well. Here, we assume that the absorption is optically thin, because the wings are absent in lsCO, as evidenced by the high signal-to-noise average line profile (Fig. 2) . The rotational temperature of this highly red shifted gas is similar to that of the warm lsCO component (250+_ K), however the column is an order of magnitude lower (Table 2 ). Finally, assuming that the absorption in the wings of the resolved 12CO main component is optically thin, the column of this blue and red shifted low velocity gas (within 10 km s -1 of the systemic velocity)
is about 25% of the column of the high velocity red shifted gas at a similar, although poorly determined, temperature.
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,. b assuming optically thin absorption nificant amount of warm gas (T _ 250 K) are present within ._ 3 km s -I of the systemic velocity ( Table 2 ). The riCO lines show that warm gas at T _ 250 K is also present at highly red shiIted velocities (20 -100 km s-1), but at a factor 10 lower column.
A small amount of warm gas is present at low red and blue shifted velocities as well (within 10 km s-l).
As further described in §4.1, the gas components at the red shifted and systemic velocities can be fitted within the same physical model of a contracting disk, but the origin of the warm gas at low blue shifted velocities is more difficult to explain.
Solid CO
The broad absorption feature between 2122-2149 cm -* (Fig. 1) can be entirely attributed to the stretching vibration mode of 12CO in circumstellar ices ( §4.3). The high spectral resolution allows, for the first time, to unambiguously separate the gas phase CO lines from the solid state absorption and study the solid CO band profile in great detail.
In accordance with previous, low resolution studies (Chiar et al. 1998; Teixeira et al. 1998 ), a distinct narrow feature is seen at 2140 cm -1, and a significantly broader component at longer wavelengths. Our data however, indicates the presence of a new, third component on the blue side, separate from the narrow 2140 cm -1 feature, most notable by a change of the blue slope at 2142 cm -1 (Fig. 1) .
In order to explain the shape of this CO absorption profile, we have taken laboratory experiments of solid CO from the literature (Sandford et al. 1988; Schmitt, Green-berg Teixeira et al. 1998) .
We determined the peak position and width of the laboratory profiles as a function of ice composition, temperature, and cosmic ray bombardment intensity. Additionally, for CO-rich ices we used optical constants to calculate the absorption profile as a function of particle shape in the small particle, Rayleigh limit (for details, see Ehrenfreund et al. 1997) . The absorption profile of COpoor ices (concentration <30%) is not affected by these particle shape effects. Changing these various parameters gives a wide variety of peak positions (2135-2144 cm -1) and widths cm -1) in the laboratory. We limit ourselves here by identifying general trends, as summarized in Fig. 4 . These trends are then related to the Gaussian peak position and width of the three aforementioned components observed toward L1489 IRS (also given in Fig. 4 ). 14 Ellipses indicate ices ofvarious composition. ForCOrich ices, theeffect ofgrainshapesisindicated by arrowsfor spheres and ellipsoids ('CDE'). Forpolarices, theeffect (magnitude and direction) ofheating isgivenby the arrow.'CH3OH+CR' means a CHsOH ora CH3OH:H20 ice irradiated by energetic particles simulating cosmicrays. The dotswitherror barsrepresent theobserved peak position and widthoftheabsorption componentsdetected toward L1489 IRS.
The absorption band of a thin film of pure, solid CO at T =10 K peaks at _2139 cm -1, and is very narrow (~2 cm -I).
This clearly does not fit any of the components observed toward L1489 IRS. However, for ellipsoidally shaped grains (more precisely, a distribution of ellipsoidal shapes, 'CDE'; Bohren & Huf_rnan 1983), this sensitive strong band shifts to shorter wavelengths and becomes broader.
Now it exactly fits the 2140 cm-lcomponent observed toward L1489 IRS, both in peak position and width (Fig. 4) . In view of a recent controversy on optical constants (Ehrenfreund et al. 1997) , it is worth noting that good fits are obtained with optical constants from the works of Ehrenfreund et al. (1997) and Baratta & Palumbo (1998) . The optical constants of Trotta (1996) do not induce strong particle shape effects and therefore pure CO does not provide a good fit to L1489 IRS for any particle shape. Broadening of the laboratory profile, in order to fit the 2140 cm -1 feature in L1489 mS, is also achieved by adding a small amount of CO2, 02, or H20 molecules.
To avoid a too large broadening, and minimize aforementioned particle shape effects, this mixture needs be diluted in N2. This astrophysically relevant molecule does not broaden the feature, and gives a small blue shift (Ehrenfreund et al. 1997; Etsila et al. 1997) , required to fit the 2140 cm -1 feature in L1489 IRS. Thus, both this mixture, as well as ellipsoidally shaped pure CO ice grains, provide good fits to the central 2140 cm -1 feature. Now, the width significantly increases, and the peak shifts to longer wavelengths by diluting CO in a mixture ! of molecules with large dipole moments such as H20 or CHsOH (Sandford et ai. 1988; Tielens et al. 1991) . This particular behavior is needed to fit the broad long wavelength wing seen toward L1489 IRS. Solid CH3OH has an abundance less than a few percent of solid H20 toward low mass objects (Chiar, Adamson, & Whittet 1996) . H20 seems the best dilutant, because of its large interstellar abundance.
The use of H20:CO mixtures requires interesting additional constraints. Although a low temperature, unprocessed H20-rich ice does provide a good fit to the red wing, it can be excluded based on the presence of a prominent second absorption at ,-_2150 cIn -1 in the laboratory, which is clearly absent toward L1489 mS. This second peak is caused by CO molecules located in pock-: ets in an amorphous ice. These CO molecules are weakly bound, and the ,,_2150 cm -1 peak disappears rapidly at : higher T or as a result of cosmic ray hits (Sandford et al. 1988 ). Thus, the H20 ice responsible for the long wave-= length wing toward L1489 IRS must be thermally (T > 50 K) or energetically processed. The blue wing seen at _-2143 cm -_ toward L1489 IRS can only be explained by an apolar ice. Adding a significant amount of CO2 to a CO ice (CO2/CO> 1) results in the blue shift and broadening required to fit the observed°w ing. Somewhat less CO2 is needed (CO2/CO,--0.5) when a large amount of O2 is present. N2 may be added as well, but is not essential except as a dilutant to reduce the effects of particle shape. A good fit is obtained by the mixture N2:O2:C02:CO=1:5:0.5:1, as proposed in Elsila et al. (1997) . If C02/CO< 0.5 the band peaks at too high -wavelength.
In CO-rich ices this problem can however be overcome by particle shape effects (Fig. 4) . In view of this effect it is not possible to constrain the relative molecular abundances of this interstellar component in more detail, but it is clear that an apolar CO2 or O2 ice is needed, different from the distinct 2140 cm -1 feature.
A three component fit to the entire CO ice band of L1489 IRS is shown in Fig. 5 . Although this is not a unique fit, it does obey the global trends that we identified in the laboratory experiments. Finally, the solid CO column density is derived by dividing the integrated optical depth over the band strength A. We take A = 1.1 x 10 -i7 cm molecule -1 independent of ice composition (Gerakines et al. 1995) , and thus find N(solid C0)=6.5x 1017 cm -2. The main source of uncertainty here is in A, which is about 10%. CO in polar ices HighResolution 4.7#m Spectroscopy ofL1489IRS contributes 3.5x 1017 cm -2 to the total column and the apolar components at 2140 and 2143 cm -1 contribute each 1.5x 10 iv cm -2. 
DISCUSSION

An Infalling Disk
The astrophysical meaning of the apparent two component temperature structure seen in the *aCO rotation diagram ( Fig. 3) 
and a density distribution that has a power-law drop-off with radius and a vertical exponential drop-off with scale height h p (R,z) = po(R/lOOOAU)-l"Se -z2/a2 kg cm -s.
The scale-height h is assumed to be a simple function of reduced by a factor e -4/tan2(a), with a being the inclination. Here, we include the effect of density variations, or deviations from the adopted scale height h = R/2, by relaxing the values of the density along the line of sight l by fitting p(l) = p0(//1000 AU) -p to the data. This initial model successfully fits the peak velocity and depth of both high and low J xSCO lines (Fig. 6) . Its rotation diagram is quite different from that of the curve of growth analysis (Fig. 3) , showing that rotation diagrams must be interpreted with great care. Our model also matches the range of velocities observed in the red wings of the 12CO lines, when taking p = 0.55 :£ 0.15. This is a much shallower density profile compared to that derived from millimeter wave data (2 = 1.5; Eq. 2) and indicates that the scale height increases more than linear, i.e. the disk tiares more than assumed in Hogerheijde (2001) .
With this result, it is possible to determine the important relation of disk scale height h(R) = a.R b as a function of R, but only if the disk inclination is a pr/or/ known. Unfortunately the inclination is not better constrained than within the range of 60°and < 90°imposed by near-infrared data (Padgett et al. 1999) . We can therefore not distinguish between low and high values of a and corresponding high and low inclinations respectively. In either case, the total riCO column along the pencil beam is 1.2 x 1019 cm -_, with 58% of the CO mass at a temperature of T = 20 -60 K, 15% at 60 -90 K, and 27% at 60 -90 K. This result is of importance in §4.3 in the interpretation of the solid CO observations, and in particular in assessing the thermal history of ices. The total column of our model is in good agreement with the colunto derived from the visual extinction (1.4 x 1019 cm-2; §3.1).
It is also of the same order of magnitude as the total column through the mid-plane, calculated from dust and line emission (N[CO] = 6 x 10 is cm-2; Hogerheijde 2001), and confirms the relatively edge-on orientation of the disk. V (kin/s)
ZllO 2100 The smooth thick gray line in these two panels is the collapsing disk model, averaged over the same lines. In panels (c) and (d) the same . averaged observed spectra and model are plotted, but now assuming that in the model 1% of the unextincted stellar continuum emission does not pass through the disk. Panel (e) shows the latter model (thick gray line) compared to a portion of the non-averaged L1489 IRS spectrum.
However,
apart from these successes, the '2C0 lines the hydrogen PfB emission line in our spectrum (2148.8 show that our infalling disk model produces too much cm-X; Fig. 1 ) and the weakness of Br7 emission (Muzewarm gas at high velocities (Fig. 6) . The riCO lines are a factor of 2.5 deeper, and, in contrast to x3CO, they peak at a too high velocity (+10 km s -x) with respect to the observations.
In principle, one could make the 12CO lines less deep by assuming that .-_ 1% of the original, unextincted continuum flux (corresponding to 30% of the extincted continuum) reaches the slit without passing through the disk, by scattering on large grains. The shift in peak velocity however requires a solution of a more fundamental origin.
Perhaps the infaU velocity function is shallower, and the disk is more rotationally supported at lower radii. The amount of warm gas at high velocities can also be lowered by assuming that only part of the disk participates in the high velocity inflow, such as a thin hot surface layer, or gas accelerated in magnetic field tubes directed from the inner disk to the stellar photosphere.
Such a two component model is consistent with the rotation diagram derived from the curve of growth (Fig. 3) , and also with the low observed mass accretion rate. If we take the inflow at face value, and assume that the entire disk participates, the mass accretion rate would be 10 - Three dimensional models, in which the ax, isymmetry of the infalling circumstellar envelope is broken by multiple outflow cavities that are perpendicular to each other, are able to account for the observed morphology. The putative binary itself, however, has not been resolved so far. An upper limit on the projected separation has been set at < 20 AU from near infrared images (Padgett et al. 1999) . If the CO absorption line profile is in any way related to a binary system, then the large observed velocities (,-,23 km s-X; §3.1) may indeed favor a close binary system.
The line profile is then expected to vary on a time scale of a few months, which can easily be tested.
In this case, much of the observed warm gas might 4.7 #m Spectroscopy of L1489 IRS be present in two small circumstellar disks, which are in a close orbit around each other. Some of the warm gas may also be present at low density in the central cavity created by the binary.
The large column of cold gas may originate in the circumbinary disk. (Shuping et al. 2001; Chiar et al. 1998) . On the other hand, energetic processing may take place even in the cold disk of Elias 18 (Whittet et al. 2001) . Clearly,itis necessary to ol>-servationally characterizethe icesin circumstellar disks in much more detail.
If for now we assume the sublimation scenario,we can do some general extrapolationswhich can be compared with the resultsof our gas phase study ( §4.1).By scaling the long wavelength wing of solidCO of background fieldstars to that of L1489 IRS, we find that a column of 6x 1017 cm -2 of CO has evaporated from the apolar ice component in the part of the L1489 IRS disk along the pencil absorption beam where T < 90 K (the sublimation temperature of polar ices).Then the column of solidCO that went from the quiescentcloud intobuilding this part of the disk is 12.5x1017 cm -2. Extrapolating this further,we use the observed CO depletionfactorof 30% toward field starsbehind the Taurus Molecular Cloud (Chiar et al. 1995) to calculatethat the original quiescent gas column must have been of the order of 3 x I0Is cm -2. Adding the evaporated column, the expected presentday gas column at T < 90 K is 3.6x10 Is cm -2. This isof the same order of magnitude as the CO column below 90 K in our collapsing disk model (N We have shown that valuableand unique informationis obtained from high resolutionspectroscopyof the CO fundarnentalat 4.7/_m toward the low mass classI protostar L1489 IRS in the Taurus Molecular Cloud. At a resolution of R = 25,000 (12 km s-1) thisobject shows a multitude of deep ro-vibrational absorption linesof z2CO, as wellas Isco and C1SO. The isotopestracelargecolumns of warm and cold gas inthe circumstellar disk at or within 3 km s-I of the systemic velocity, while the I_C0 lineprofiles show warm gas that is red shifted at a range of velocities of up to 100 km s -1.
Both the line depth of the isotopes and the extent of the red shifted warm gas seen in 12CO are well explained by an infalling flared disk model with power laws for the temperature, infall velocity, and density (a small column of blue shifted gas seen in the 12C0 line wing however remains unexplained). These observations show that the inward motions inferred on scales of several hundred AU through millimeter wave interferometry continue to within 0.1 AU of the star, where the velocity model of Hogerheijde (2001) predicts inward velocities exceeding several tens of km s -1. A detailed comparison of our power law infall model however overestimates the amount of warm, high velocity infalling gas. Much of this gas must therefore be rotationally supported, and only a thin disk surface layer is infalling, or gas is accelerated along magnetic fields in the inner parts of the disk.
High spatial resolution millimeter wave observations (with ALMA) are needed to test our model, e.g. to refine the determination of the velocity field in the inner disk parts and the dependence of the disk scale height on radius h(R). Finally, high spatial resolution infrared interferometer observations would be able to see if L1489 IRS is a close binary system (< 20 AU), which is essential to assess the importance of this aspect to the observed line profiles and disk evolution. In the same spectrum, a deep CO ice band is seen toward L1489 IRS, which we conclude to originate in the disk. The high signal-to-noise and spectral resolution allowed us to separate it from circumstellar CO absorption lines, and to do a detailed comparison with laboratory mixtures. It is found, for the first time, that besides the well known long wavelength wing of polar H_O:CO ices and the centrai narrow absorption peak at 2140 cm -1, an additional, separate component is present on the blue side of the ice band. Both the central peak and the blue shifted component are due to CO in apolar ices, one due to pure CO and one due to a mixture of CO2 and perhaps 02 and N2. The relatively large depth of the long wavelength, polar wing relative to the apolar components may suggest that the ices in the disk of L1489 IRS are thermally processed with respect to the quiescent Taurus Molecular Cloud material, which is supported by the low depletion factor (,..7%) in this line of sight. This is likely due to the fact that we see the disk under an angle, and our pencil absorption beam traces the upper disk layers.
The present work shows that high spectral resolution 4.7 #m observations are a great tool to better understand protostellar disks, which define the initial conditions of planet and comet formation, both in the solid and gas phase. This is an exploratory study and needs to be followed up by observing a larger sample of protostellar disks at 4.7/_m to investigate the influence of parameters such as foreground contribution, disk inclination, age, and binarity on gas and ice band profiles. 
